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Applloatlon filed June 16, 1890, Serial No, 365,603, <No model,) 

To ail whom it may concern: to the line of distension, whereas thecontinu-
Be it known that I, \YILLIAM PAINTER, of ous or unbroken flange of my eap in its best 

the city of naltimore, in the State of Mary- form may be extended diametrically without 55 
land, have invented certain new and useful this corresponding contt·action because of its 

5 Improvements in Bottle-Sealing Devi~Jes; and circumferential resiliency and its contractile 
I do hNeby declare .that the following speci- and expansible capacities, all of which are 
fication, taken in connection with the draw- secured by me, because in the best form of 
ings furnished and forming a part thereof, is my cap the flange is corrugated substantially 6o 
a clear, true, and complete description of my throughout all, or at least a considerable por~ 

ro im·ention. tion, of its depth in lines substantially paral-
For use with any suhable sealing medium, lel with the axial line of the cap. . 

whether in the form of a plug or a disk, or a For use with liquids bottled under maxi-
combined disk and plug, applied at or in the mum pre.ssure my sealing-caps in their best 65 
mouth of a bottle, I have devised metallic form should .be employed, because of the spe-

r 5 sealing-caps embodying certain novel char- cially-effective locking capacity due to the cir
acteristics which render them highly effective cumferential continuity of the metal in the 
and so inexpensive as to warrant throwing flange; but if the flange be slotted at one or 
them away after a single use thereof, even mot·e points the cap may be relied upon in 70 
when forcible displacement, as in. opening bottling liquids under 'low pressures. The 

2o bottles, has resulted in no material injury to aforesaid corrugations not only serve an im-
t.he c;tps. · portant purpose in connection with securing 
. Metallic sealing-caps have heretofore been adaptability of caps of some one precise size 

devise<l and largely used, and these have in- to bottle-heads, varied as to their external di- 7 5 
volved great. variet·Y in the character of metal ameter as well as to the precise location of 

~5 employed and in the form and cons~ruction ?f their locking or engaging shoulders, but still 
their pendent flanges; but my sealmg-cap m further in that after having been forcibly a p
its best form differs from all others of which plied for service on a bottle the flange retains 
I have knowledge in t,hat it has a pendent its corrugations on the line of locking contact So 
flange which is unbroken or continuous, but with the bottle-head, thus securinga firm re-

30 is nenJrtheless resilient both radially and cie- liable union of the cap and head without 
cumferentially, and it is therefore contracti- danger of fracturing the bottle while the 
ble and expansible and capable of adapting . metal is being forced into contact. therewith. 
itself and of being adapted to the largest as This corrugation on said line c f locking con- Ss 
well as the. smallest head in a sot of bottles, tact need not, however, be atways dependent 

35 it being well known tbat bottles of the same upon the initial development of corrugations 
sizeareunavoidablyri:wre orlessvaried in the in the flange, inasmuch as valuable results 
external dimensions of their beads. I will accmc if the flange be ·not corrugaterl 

Prior sealing-caps OI'" cap!'lules" composed until aft et· the cap has been forced into proper 90 
of thin soft metal have had continuous or un- compressing relations with a sealing-disk and 

40 bl'Okcn pendent flanges; bnt they are not re-, while forcing the metal into locking contact 
silient, although capable of some slight dis- with an annular engaging shoulder on· a bot
tension, as when forced upon a bottle-head. 1 tle-heatl. Reg:udless of how the corrugations 
Other prior sealing-caps ha Ye been composed may have been developed the metal at the 95 
of harder metals,and they have had coutinu- locking line is in rnora ot·less yielding con-

45 ous or unbroken flanges, which, unlike the tact with the bottle-head and at inter\Tals of 
capsules, are practically incapable o~ beirtg space, anc: after a cap h.as been displaced it 
(]istended nt)on a bottle-head; but, like the 

1

. can •·ead•ly be reapphe(] and caused to 
eapsnles, they are capable of distension on a promptly I'c-engage with the annular shoul- xco 
diametric line, bnt m·e not resilient ot: springy del' on the bott!e-hea~ and perform effective 

so circumferenti~Uy, and hence when distended tempoeary servtee. Soft7metal capsules hll\Te 
diametrically on one line. the tt~~;nge col'l'e-1 been heret~foro corrngl'!'ted, but n~m·ely for 
spondinglycontJ'a(lt,s on al~ne at right angles ornamentatwn, and their corrngatwns ha,e · 
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been ~ocated onlyat the upper portions of 
the capsules, the lower porti?ns th~reof being 
plain and flaring and sometimes shtted or cut 
away for enaQli'ng them to be. smoothly laid 

inwardly for causing it to. engage with an 
annular shoulder on a bottle-head. Some of 
said prior devices ~ave had two or three pend· 70 
entspring-arms,whichwerecorrugatedattheir 
inwardly-bent extreme lo~er ends to afford' 
strong fingers at their points· of contact with 

$ upon the neck· of a bottle bel~w its head. 
Caps of harder metal-such as tmned sheet
iron-have also had a flaring pendent flange 
of cotrtinnons metal, and the lower edge of. 
the flange l1as been ornamentally corrugated, 

~~~ the corrugations been so short and of such & 
character as to not afford the circumferential 
resiliency which is a characteristic feature of 
my caps in their best form, and, moreover, 
said prior ·ornamentally - corrugated hard-

liS metal caps were not employed in combination 
with bottle-heads having ~;~.n annular engag
ing shoulder, nor were they adapted to b~ 

. bent into locking contact with such a shoul
der, as with caps embodying all or any portion 

n of my present invention; 
The corrugations in the flange of. the b.est 

form of my sea1ing-caps not only secure the 
peeulia1· e:lCpansible and contractible capaci
.ties referred to, bnt a portion of the metalat 

'5 each interior corru~ation is. readily made to 
conform to an annular engaging shoulder on 
the head of a bottle and the radial and lon
gitudinal stiffness of the corrugations en
ables ~hem to bear such pressor~ applied to 

JO the outer· surface of the flange as is neces
. sary for causing the metal in a portion of each 

inner corrugation to be bent into close lock
ing relations with said shoulder.. · ·· 

My sealing-caps properly apphed to a bot-
JS tle with suitable s.ealing-disks, or with corks, 

are capable of successfully resisting gaseo'U.S 
pressure of upward of one hundred and·fifty 
poundsfothesquareinch,and minearethefirst 
.sealing-caps (not involving the.screw-tl;lread-. 

40 edprinciple) which require speCial provisions 
and me~tn~ for enabling them to be promptly 
and ea.sily displaced from a bottle .. In other 

· wor(l.s, instead of tearing otf the (laps in frag
ments, as is. usual with thos.e composed of soft 

45 metal, or of separately detaching ope or more 
· spring-fingers, as with certain forms of prior 

hard-meta.l cork-holdershavingpendent arms 
. or fipgers, my sealing-caps are so strong; so 
constructed, a.P,d so firmly applied to bottles 

so ·that some form of lever or a cork-screw must 
be employed for detaching them, and my c~:~,ps 
are also the first which when applied to a bot
tle and locked thereto; as described, have the 
edge of the flange so projected as to afford a 

IS reliable sho~lder, with wl}.ich a .detaching-le
Yer UJaY be engaged, for enabhng a cap tp 
be p,romptly removed as a result of a prying 

. or wrenching action. . 
For o;btaining the best results I employ in 

45o my caps su.ch sheet metal as tinned-iron plate 
. and preferably t}J.at soft-coated plate known 

· as "roofers' tin." · " 
As herein before indicated, I ~:~,m aware that 

cork~holders of hard•metal plate have hereto~ 
Is fore been proyided with a flange cut or slot

ted to afford a series of pendent arms or fin
gers, each of which at its lower end was bent 

• 

an engaging shoulder on the bottle, said arms 
and fingers operating with said shoulder some- 7 5 
what after the manner of latches in engaging 
with their keepers. Said prior spring-arm 
de\·ices could not, bowev.er, be practically 
employed with sealing-disks, because a seal- .· 
ing-disk, being necessarily quite .compressi- So 
ble, would under pressm·e be protruded at ~ts 
periphery at all points between said arms and 
thereby defeat a uniform sealing effect with . 
the lip of a bottle, whereas my caps are true 
caps and they peripherally encircle the disk 85 
and so confine it against lateral expansion 
tpat it is made under pressure to not only 
evenly conf01;m to the annular edge or lip Qf 
the bottle, bUt also to follow. downwardly and 
to lie in clos.e packing contact with the outer 90 
surfac.e of the bottle below its mouth. Such 
of my caps as have a slotted flange have in 
substance a s.eries of pendent arms; but they 
differ from all prior cap-arms in that ea.ch 
arm is so fa.r conugated that each inner cor- 95 
rngation is adapt-ed to and is forcibly con- . 
formed. to t)le contour of the engaging shoul. 
der on a hot,tle, and therefore such variations 
as are liable to ami do OC\Cllr in fhe form ari.d 
location of said shoulder do not and cannot roo 
cause a:t;ty variations in the relation of the 
top of the cap to the upper surface of a seal· 
ing-disk, which is for~ed upon and held in 
close contact with the mouth of the ·bottle 
dm·ing the bending of the flange of the c.ap ros 
into locking contact with the eQ.gaging shoul-
der Qn the bottle. 

In my application for Letters Patent ~led 
November 5, 1889, Serial No. 329,314, I .'h.~ve 
dis~losed and claimed a novel 8ealing-disk 1 ro 
composed of granulated cork or suitable 

·woody ~atter -and the gum of linseed-oil, and 
that kind of sealing medium is preferred by 
me to any other. I find, however, th~t iq 
bottling beer, which is pasteurized, as usual, x 15 
in the bottle aft~r sealing,. these disks re
quire a slight coating or facing, ·which,' when 
s.ubjected ~o heat, will not become displaced, 
as by meltlllg, or adhere to the~bot~le-lip, ItS 
with ordinary varnishes, and which will. be 120 
free froQl taste and odor, and one which~ ill' 
fact, will render the disk ev-en more effective 
for ~ealing, because moreim~,>ervious. .Af:tet• 
varwus experiments I have secured such a 
facing by coating the inner -surface of the 125 

disk .with ·a sv~cial 130lution of gutta-percna, 
as wlll be ~eremafter more fully described. 
. After.d.escribing several forms of Iny.s,eal
mg-caps and. the metho~s of their applic~tion 
11.nd use, as Illustrated m the accompanying 130 

drawings, the features deetaed novel will be 
specified in the several clauses of claims here-
unto annexed. · 

Referring to the drawings, Figures 1, 2, arid 
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3 illustrate one of my sealing-caps. in i.ts best 
form, the same being sh@wn, respectively, in 
top view, side view, and diametrical section. 
Fig. 4, in top and edge view, illust.rates a pre
fer~.:ed form of sealing-disk: Fig. 5, in side 
view, illustrates a bottle-head in its best form 
for use with my sealing-caps. Figs. 6 and 7, 
in side view and section, illustrate one of 
said caps applied to a bottle-head. Fig. 8, in 
side view, illustrates one of my sealing~caps 
having a flange in which the corrugations 
are symmetrically developed, as in the cap 

. of Fig. 1; but said corrugations do not ex-
tend throughout the depth of the flange . 

. Fig. !:1, in side view-, illustrates the cap, Fig. 
18, as applied to a bottle-head. Fig. 10 ill us
. trates in side view one. of my sealing-caps 
having a flaring flange which at its edge is 
more or less irregularly crimped or corru

' gated. Fig.ll illustrates the cap, Fig. 10; ap
plied to a bottle-head. Fig. 12 illustrates in 

1 side view a sealing-cap having a plain flange, 
partly nearly vertical and partly flaring, and 
.which in itself embodies my invention only 

, in so far as it is ·adapted to be bent into lock
, ing contact with the engaging shoulder of a 
·bottle-head, as illustrated in Fig. 13, said 
flange, when thus applied being corrugated 
in the line .of locking contact with the bottle. 

:Fig. 14 illustrates in side view still another 
·form of fianged cap which in itself embodies 
my invention only in so far as· it has a flange 
which is adapted to be bent into locking 
contact with a bottle-head in a manner as 
illustrated in Fig. 15, wherein the ruetal in 
the flange is shown to have been developed 
into well-defined corrugations in the line of 
locking con tact with a hottle- head, as is 
clearly illustrated in the sectional view, 
Fig. 16. . . 

The sealing-cap A (shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 
3) in itself and when applied to bottles em
bodies the several featurE'S' of my invention 
in their best form. Said cap has a flange a, 
which is symmetrically corrugated substan
tially throughout its depth and parallel :with 
the axis of the cap, and for the purposes of 
this specification I will term. the outer ribs a' 
the "outer corrugations" and the inner ribs 
a2 the "inner corrugations." These caps are 
struck np from disks of sheet metal by means 
of appropriate dies, the corrugations enabling 
the development of the flange without rupt- ' 

· ming or 11nduly straining the metal, and 
hence low-priced grades of metal can be em
ployed. The tlanges may be varied in depth 
or width; but I prefer that it be as narrow as 
will be consistent with a proper engagement 
'with a bottle-head having thereon an annu
lar shoulder located as near to the lip of the 
bottle as will involve enough b~lk'of glass to 
secure the requisite strength. 

The head B of a bottle, Fig. 5, adapted to 
. nse with my caps may be varied in foL·m; 
1 but it must have at a proper distance below 

' the top of the bottle or lip ban annular engag-
ing shoulder b'. The location of this annular 

shoulder with reference to the. top or lip of 
the bottle is a matter of material~consequence 
when considered with reference to the top sur- 70 
face of the sealing plug, disk, or cork em
ployed at or in the mouth of the bottle snd 
the depth or width of. the flange of the cap. 
In other words, either t.he shc:mlder should be 
so located or the flange be of such widtq. or 75 
depth that when the top of the cap has been · 

· properly forced upon the sealing-disk ancl 
held there the flange will so overlie said 
shoulder that the latter may be properly em• 
br11:ced by the inner corrugations a2• ln its So 
best form the bottle-head has also an annular 
inclin~d surface b2 between the shoulder and 
lip. 'fhe edge of said shoulder, although 
angular, is slightly rounded for strengthen
ing purposes, as by avoidance of fracture dur~ 85 · 
ing a forcible contact therewith of portions 
of the flange; ·but said shoulder is well de
fined, the head being quite deeply recessed 
below it. Below the recess and shoulder· the 
head has an outwardly-rounded surface, the 90 
upper portion b8 of which is or may be relied 
upon as a fulcrum fora cap-detaching device. 

The bottle being as thns described, a cap 
with a disk C therein is placed upon the bot~ 
tie-head and pressure applied to the cap-top 95 
a8, causing the disk to be well compressed · 
and the thin-edged lip. b of the bottle to be 
well embedded therein, and then the periphery 
of the flange is so compressed that each of the 
inner corrugations will be bent· in to close lock- 1 oo 

.ing contact with the shoulder, those portions 
a4 of the metal in each inner corrugation which 
underlie the shoulder serving to firmly main· 
tain the cap in precisely the position to which 
it has been forced during the comnression of 105 

the disk The disks are initiallysnugly fitted 
to the interior of the caps, and a disk; be-
ing encircled pel"ipherally by the flange .of 
the cap cannot expand unde1• pressure, and 
hence its contact with the lip of the bottle is r xo 
not only uniform, but near its periphery itis 
forced downwardly and makes good packing 
contact with the outer surface of the bottle 
below the mouth, as is clearly illustrated in 
Fig. 7: The requisite iU\Yar\1 pressure for se- II5 
curing locking contact may be variously ap
plied, the outer corrugat.ions having sufficient 
radial strength to bear without much distor
tion a force sufficient to cause the inner cor
rugations to in part effectually embrace the 120 

locking-shoulder, and also to freely occupy 
the recess below and to be in firm contact 
with the lower surface of the shoulder. h 
will be seen that aftoi· a cap has been thus 
applied to a bottle-head the lower edge c of 125 
the flange is so fat• projected from the adja
cent surface of the bottle that it is readily 
acc·essible for engagement by a bottle-opene•· 
for prying or wrenching the cap from the 
bottle, the metal being hard and strong 130 
enough to resist tearing or crippling during 
the operation. As, for instance, as illustrated 
in dotted lines in Fig. 6, a hook-shaped lever 
may be engaged with said projecting edge c 
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and fulcrumed on top of the cap, so that a 
downward movement of the outer end of the 
lever will prqmptly and easily open the bottle. 
The said proJecting edge c is also available 

5 for tlle same purpose for engagement by a 
forked opener or lever, which will freely re
ceive theheadofthe bottle between'itspt·ongs, 
and in that case the rounded surface u8 of the 
bottle-head serves ns a fulcrum fot·the lever-

IO prongs in displacing a cap. 
· Hottle·oponers dc.wised by me of the char

acter indicated and adapted to the removal 
of sealing-<Japs by engaging with their pro
jecting edges will be made the subject of one 

15 or lllOI'e separate appli~'ttions for r ... etters Pat
ent. This projecting edge on a metalli~ seal
ing-cap employed in combination with and 
locked to a bottle is believed to be novel and 
is of material value when considered in con-

• 20 ne.ction with opening· a bottle; but such. an 
edge is .not wholly dependent upon these cor
J•ugation~, although the lower end of· each 
outer corrugation presents a properly-pro
jected edge for J;'eliable engagement with an 

_25 opener. It will be seen that the metalin the, 
flange on and adja.~ent to t~e line. of locking. 
contact is corrugated, an<l hence between each 
. two points of close contact there is an interval 
or space at wltich there i!'l rio close contact of 

3o. the metal with· the glass, and hence there is 
more or less freedom for the metal at the actual 

· points of contact tospread, laterally in avoid
. ance· of sucb: OO\ilpressing contact as would be 
. fiable to br~ak ·or ~plit,the glass at and adja-

35 cent to tl;le~ngaging :Shoulder b'; but these ~d
vantages ~re not wholly dependent upon m
itrally provid,ing the flange with corrugation~ 

· thro'nghout its. depth, nor upon initially pro
vidingsymmetricaland uniformcorrngations, 

40 rior even upon initially providing any corru-
. gation wl,atever, so long as the metal cap has 

a. flange "'hich is adapted to be bent into 
locking contact with an engaging shoulder on . 
a bottle, and which, when in combination with 

45 . a bottle, as hi. use, has the metalof the flange 
more or less corrugated on or adjacent to 
tbe line of locking contact. As, for instance, 
in the cap A', as s~own in Fig. 8, the flange 
is flared and is symmetrically corrugated at 

so its lower portion only; but 'Yhen applied to 
a bottle and pressure applied to the- top of 
the cap, followed by inward pressure applied 
to the outer corrugations, the inner corruga
tions &re caused to effectually engage with 

55 the locking-shoulder on the bottle, as shown 
in Fig. 9, and the lower edge c of the flange . 
projects so far from the adjacent sul'face of 
the glass that an ·opener may be freely en-
gaged therewith. · · 

6o As a further instance, the cap A 2, as shown 
in .Fig. 10, has a flaring .flange, which has its 
lower portion initially corrugated, but in a 
r:nore or less irregular manner, the metal be
ing crimped instead.<>f" ~eing symmetrically 

6 5 corrugated, as in the caps . previously · de
scrib'ed. This cap, in combination with a bot-
tle, as shown in Fig. 11, has its flange bent 

into locking contact with the engaging shoul
der, and the metal of the flange which per
forms the locking service is corrugated on or 70 
·aujacent to the line of locking contact, anil 
the lower edge.of the flange c is projected 
for engagement by or with a bottle-opener. 

As another instance, the cap N1 is shown 
in Fig. 12. 'l'his cap Ims a flaring flange 75 
which is not initially corrugated at all, but 
which, when applied to and in combination 
with a bottle, as shown in Fig. 13, has the 
lower portion of the flange irregularly corru
gated, as the result of bending the expanded So 
flange downwardly and inwardly into locking 
rela.tions with the engaging shoulder on tho 
bottle, and the metal in the flange is corrtl· 
gated on or adjacent to the line of locking 
contact, as in the previous instances, and the ss 
lower edge c of the flange· affOrds the same 
reliable projection with which a bcitne-openct· 
may engage. 

As a still fnrthe.r instance, the cap A~ is 
shown in Fig. H, this cap having a plain 90 
flange which is not flaring and not initially 
corrugated; bnt \Vhen applied to and in com
bination with a bottle,· as shown in Fig. 15, 
pot·tiQns of the flange ·ar.e corrugated, as the 
result of radial in<lentations at proper inter- 95 
vals, which bend the flange into desired lock
ing •·elations with the engaging shoulder and 
cause the metal to be corrugated· at or adja
cent to the line of locking contact, as shown 
in Fig. lG, leaving the lower edge c projected, J(){ 

as with the other caps, for reliahl3 engage- . 
ment with a bottle-opener. · · 

It. is now to be distinctly understood that 
the sealing-caps shown in Figs. 14 an~l 15 
must he composed of hard m~tal and that •· 
their flanges must be adapted to be bent into 
locking contact with a hottle, and although 
I do not presume them to be novel as to form 
and construction I do believe they are the 
first caps composed of hard sheet metal wl1ich I u 
are adapted to the service indicated and that 
they involve radical and valuable noveltv 
when considered in combination with a seai
ing-disk and bottle· having a locking-shoul
der, and, furth~r, with the metal of the tlange II! 
corrugated or indented circumferentially ad
jacent to or in the line of locking contact,· 
and, still further, with the lower edge of the 
flange so strong and so projected that it will 
afford a reliable shoulder or abutment with I 2< 

which an opener may readily engage for de
taching the cap, and, finally, in each of. them 
. the flange of the cap confines the disk against 
peripheral expansion under ·heavy pressure, 
and thereby secures a uniform sealing con- u: 
tact not only with the lip Of a bottle, but also. · 
with the exterior surface below the lip, and 
these close packing or sealing relations be
tween the disk and the bottle are permanently 
maintained,.because the flange is always bent 13< 
into.locking contact with the annular shoul
der while the disk is under pressure. Any 
one of these several caps having been prop
erly applied to a bottle and then displaced 
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can be readi~y replaced for tempomry sm·viee 
and made to effectively resume locking rela
tions with the bottle if me1·e erH.lwise.hancl
pressure be employed or a quick blow deliv-

5 ered to the top of the cap, because in each in
stance the flange is sufficiently contractile 
.and expansible toftllow it to be detached with
out serious derangement, and to so fa.1· re
eover from such expansion as it may have t1n-

o dergoneduring detachment as t.o enable it to 
r.esume fairly reliable locking and sealing re
lations with the disk and bottle. 

It will be obvious that while some special 
form of opener may be required for detach-

IS ing caps with the g1·eatest possible conven
ience any thin-edged tool or a knife may be 
readily applied to the projecting edge c for 
detaching a cap, and to provide for· the use 
of a corkscrew each cap is centrally pm'fo-

2o rated at the top, as at d, enabling. a corkscrew 
to eriter the sealing disk or cork, this being 
also a feature of novelty in sealing-caps. In 
certain forms of cap I provide each with a 
loop at its top, as disclosed and claimed in my 

2s aforesaid application for patent, Serial No. 
329,314. In some instances it is desirable 
that the edge of the flange be so thoroughly 
housed within the recess below the engaging 
shoulder as to practically eliminate the pro-

30 jecting edge feature and to thereby secure 
~;pecially-high resisting power-as, for in
stance, with some kinds of malt liquors bot
tled for shipment to tropical countries-and 
then either the loope described in my said 

3S other application may be relied upon for 
opening purposes or the central perforation 
for receiving a corkscrew, and it will be ob
vious that while all of the corrugated caps 
shown will afford a well-defined, stiff, and 

40 strong projecting edge either of them on be
ing well compressed on the line of the mid
dle of the recess in the bottle-head will have the 
entire lower portion of the flange made sub
stantially flush wit.h and merging with the 

45 surface of the bottle-head below the recess. 
While I prefer that the flanges of my caps 

be continuous or unbroken, the caps may be 
relied upon fol' service with liquids under 
comparatively light pressure if the flanges be 

so slitted at intervals, as set forth in my said 
prior application. 

I have illustrated but one form of sealing
disk; but it is to be understood that various 
forms may be employed, and also that they 

55 may be va~ied as t.o their component charac
ter; but I prefer trle flat linoleum disk- 4\0ffi· 
posed of granulated woody matter and a 
practically tasteless and odorless gum, as d_is
closed and claimed in my aforesaid applica-

6o tion. I have, however, found that while sub-. 
· jecting bottled beer to the process of pas
teurization the disks should be faced or coated 
with some substance capable of successfully 
withstanding hc~t, and which will not and can-, 

6S not adhere to the lip of the bottle, as would be 
and is liable with ordinary varnishes; aud, 
moreover, it is absolutely essential that said 

coating shall be both tasteless and od01·less. I 
have discovered that all of these conditions are 
well i>rovided for with a thin coating orlayer 70 
e of pt·operly-prepared gutta-percha, which is 
fm·thcr of vnluo hecanso of its peculiar im
pel·meabilit.y, toughness, and flexibility. The 
gntta•percha so used requires no vulcanizing 
components or processes, has no taste or odor, 7 S 
and is applied in the "form of a solution, the 

·solvent of which is aromatic benzole, which is 
ver·y volatile, and in itself is free from objec
tionable odorand taste; but its taste and odor 
in any event are both completely eliminated 8o 
during the proper aging of the coated sheeted 
material from which the disks are cut.. 

It is to be understood that the bottle-head 
herein illustrated embodies what I believe to 
be certain novel and valuable features, which 8s 
will be made the subject of a separate appli-
cation for Letters Patent. · ' 

Having thus descl'ibed my invention, I 
claim as new and desire to Recu1·e by J.etters 
Patent- · 90 

l. The combination, substantially ·as het·e
inbefore described, of a bottle having on its 
head an annular engaging shoulder, a sealing
disk, and n. metallic sealing-cap which. encir
cles the periphery of the disk and has a flange 95 
which is bent into lockinr c .ntact with said 
shoulder, and which also has u projected edge 
to afford a surface with which a bottle"opener 
may reliably engage for detaching the cap 
froth the bottle. 1oo 

2. 'l'he combination, wit~ a bottle having 
on its head an annulal' locking-shoulder and 
below said shoulder a projecting surface, of n 
sealing-disk and a hat·d-metal sealing-cap 
having a flange which is bent into locking xos 
contact with said annular shoulder and has a 
projecting lower edge_ for engagement by a 
bottle-opener lever fulct·umed on the project-
ing surface of the bottle below said edge. 

3. The combination, substantially as here- 1 xo 
in before· described, of a bottle having a head 
provided with an annular engaging shoulder, 
a sealing-disk, and a hard-metal sealing-cap 
having a flange whicl: encircles the disk and 
is bent into locking contact with said shoul- ns 
de~ and is corrugated in the bent portion in 
the line of said locking contact. 

±. The combination, with a bottle having a 
head provided with an exterior annular shoul· 
der, of a sealing-disk and a metallic sealing- 120 

cap which encircles the disk and has its pend-
ent flange cot-rngated substantially through-
out itsdepth,andalso having its innercoL•t•uga
tions bent to conform with or to the annular 
shouldeL· on the head of the bottle, snbstan- 125 

tially as described. 
5. The combination, with a bottle having a 

head provided with an exterior annular shoul
der, of a sealing-disk at the mont.h of the bot-
tle, and~~ metallic sealing-cap having a con- r3o 
tinuous o1· unbroken pendent flange corrn
gated substantially througliout its depth in 
lines parallel with the axis of the cap and 
having a portion of the metal at each intcriot· 
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corrugation bent 01' inucntcd to conform wiih 
the coincident surface of the annular shoulcleJ·. 

6. A bottle-sealing cap· composed of sheet 
metal and having a continuou~ or unbroken 

s integral pendent flange which is corrugated 
substantially throughout its depth il1 liues 
parallel with the axis of the cap, whereby said 
flange is caused to be resilient diametrically 
and circumferentially for enabling the cap to 

xo be applied to any one of a set of bottles hav
ing h_eads slightly varied in their extemal di-
ameter. ., 

7. A bottle-sealing cap composed of sheet 
metal and having an integr'al pendent flange 

~ 5 . ~orrw.gated substantially throughout its depth 
in lines para,llel with the axis of the cap and 
at each interior corrugation· bent to conform 
to an annular en2aging shoulder upon the 
head of a bottle witg which the cap is adapted I 

~-o .for use. 

0 

. · 8. Thecoinbination, with a metallic scaling
cap having a flange adapteu to be bent into 
loekiug contact with a bot.tle-head provided 
with an annular engaging shoulder, of a lino
leum disk having on its inner surface a coat- 25 
ing or layer of gntta-percha for strengthen
ing the disk and preventing its adhesion to 
the lip or month of a bottle._ 

n. The combination, with a bottle having a 
head pt·ovided with an exteriorannular.shoul- 30 
der, of a sealing-disk at the mouth of the-bot
tle, and a metallic sealing-cap having a con
tinuous or unbroken flange bent or indented 
circumferentially to conform with the coin
cident surface of the annular shoulder and ·35 
having a projecting lower edge, as Ret forth. 

WILUAM PAINTER. 
W'itnesses: 

o V. R. ALEXANDER, 
0RRIN c. PAINTER. 
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